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Fight Report „S 701“ 
(Translated by K. Scheuch) 

 
 

0324 After torpedo-salvo turned away into port-bearing line from guide  

0327 turned into line astern of guide. Course % 

0331 FuMB reporting MGB’s in strenght 4 in bearing 335o. – 
At the same time sighting og MGB’s at high speed. 
Opening fire at same time as guide. 
UK-order: Turn to east course and maximum speed, is delayed 
briefly, helmsman turns into wake of guide, distance 70 m. 

0332 By UK-order, ordering helmsman and watching guide  during turn 
lost MGB’s out of sight for a moment. Ramming. 

0333 All men knocked over by ramming. Upon rising up again first glance 
ahead, am still in wake of guide, second glance astern, the boat 
ramming me is only visible as shadow at starboard quarter. Boat 
has been rammed from the starboard quarter at hight of command-
ing officers stateroom. Strong flooding, 1,70 m above bilge cover in 
CO stateroom, radio and tank rooms. 
RT and echosounder broken down. Leak from main deck to 1 m 
from keel cannot be tightened. Compartment IV and VII are making 
severely water. Speed can however be maintained. 

0340 Starboard engine broken down. Starboard tank has sprung open, 
water in enginge.  
Long green flashes (20 kts) signaled to guide, are obviously not 
recognized, since boat is sagging strongly behind. Following boats 
are passing on port side. Since no dammage report is received from 
engine, I suppose that engine is going to be operational soon, fur-
thermore the English is on our UK-channel. Therefore, I decide to 
use UK only when I see the wake only faintly and request  

0348 Long green flashes (20 kts) from guide. In the meanwhile compart-
ment IV is being flooded more and more, side-engines are standing 
in the water and are breaking down. 

0349 UK to guide „Requesting long reds (stopp).“ 
Proceeded at 12 kts. Reported breakdown of two engines to guide, 
UK-order: Operate to the east. Turned to course 90o, 

0355 requesting on UK – green star by guide. Star is not observed. UK-
communication breaking off. 

0402 Convoy route markers on port beam. Gyro had broken down by 
ramming. It was steered using magnetic steering compass. Looked 
into convoy route at Dora and retired at a right angle to route. By the 
tremor at the collision the steering compass has broken down also. 

0405 Side engines ready for 28 kts. Retired at speed 28 kts. On retiring 
from convoy route the compass showed 160o i.e. approximately 
100o deviation. Later the deviation was calculated at 90o during a 
short rip open of the clouds using the Polar Star. 

0412 FuMB reporting destroyer, strenght 3 at bearing 40o. 
Turned to the south and  went around it. 

0428 All engines ready. Started return at speed 34 kts. Water in com-
partment VII can be controlled at 20 cm above the bilge cover. 
At dawn poor visibility in coastal area. 
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0720 Stopped in  order to sound line, 24 m depth, compartments IV and 
VII are being flooded strongly at recducing speed, therefore, not 
possible to reduce speed for sounding frequently. Also time is 
pressing due to lack of fuel. Therefore, in spite of higher risk by 
fighter-bombers activated FuMO and measured out coast. Several 
big land echos in bearing 100o, 10 km. 

0802 Turned toward the targets. 

0805 4 big units in bearing 120o, type not tob e determmined. Since I do 
not expect units at this time off the own coast and the coast itself 
cannot be observed, I believe to have gone lost completely and as-
sume to be still off the Schelt. I am taken under fire by the units and 
retire at 0809 to the north.. 

0820 Turning slowly towards the coast again and am recognizing the 
coast now. I am at the north of Egmond. 

0827 Course 180o. The units were own big guards entering Ijmuiden. 

0900 Passed the moles 

0915 Secured in bunker. 
Forecastle supported. One killed in action and two wounded by be-
ing crashed between scull-bridge and torpedo tube. Men were in the 
process of reloading torpedo. 
 

signed Toermer 

 
 

Comment of the Flotilla Commander 
 

The commanding officer of S 701 is not responsible fort he collision. Sighting of the 
MGB’s occurred at ramming position at so short range, that only a lucky circum-
stance would have caused all boats to keep clear of each other. The reported green 
flashes have been seen but not been recognized free of doubt as such, since in the 
same bearing muzzle fire was observed and the enemy hiad earlier on already tried 
to get the guide to reduce speed (unknown speeker to Fips: Please long greens – 
speed 20 kts). The UK-contact broke away since S 701was steering west instead of 
east course due to compass failure.  
 
To bring the boat back is an outstanding seaman‘s achievement of the commanding 
officer and gives evidence of the good skills of his crew. 
The assumption that S 701 has not been rammed by a MGB but by S 199, seems 
reasonable. Not to explain is however the fact that S 199 with a severely damaged 
bow was able to keep up at a speed of 34 kts for 15 minutes – otherwise the good 
radio connection could not have been maintained for so long – and did not report any 
damage.  
 
The total loss of two boats, by running aground possibly also of two others are with 
great certainty only was caused by the extraordinary bad visibility. The fact that the 
own radar is still in its child’s shoes does not grant the possibility to determine where 
worthwhile torpedo-targets are located and where one is only getting bogged down 
with guarding groups although the steamers possibly are close by. Should at the next 
day good weather for attacks by S-boats prevail with corresponding chances for suc-
cess, my flotilla is out of action. 
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In full appreciation of the war situation and of the fact that every just so small chance 
for success must be made use of, to me there seems to be no prove that at longer 
and even not at very long hand a maximum of success can be achieved in this way.  
 

Signed Zymalkowski 
Korvettenkapitän and Flotilla Commander 


